Appendix D
Unit Target Vocabulary
Unit 7
Nouns: acropolis, administration, advent, advocacy, aim, alignment, alliance, ally, anaphora,
antithesis, arena, article, aspect, assembly, attempt, authority, backwoodsman, behavior, binoculars,
blend, bluff, border, burden, bust, chance, city-state, coincidence, command, commentary,
commitment, comparison, complexity, confederation, conflict, consent, consideration, containment,
contempt, content, context, control, council, counter-attack, cradle, crime, criticism, customs, dash,
declaration, demeanor, detester, devastation, device, dictatorship, discipline, dispute, dissemination,
doctrine, duplication, entity, epic, extermination, family ties, flaw, form, funeral, generation, heir,
impact, impatience, insistence, intention, intertextuality, lens, lineage, majority, mass media,
membership, minority, model, momentum, motif, MP3 player, network, nobility, oligarchy,
opportunity, oppression, oration, outcry, outlet, penalty, philosophy, posting, preference, principle,
privilege, propaganda, proximity, public works, pursuit, quotation, range, recovery, reflection, reform,
refresher, relation, response, reunion, revenue, risk, role, satire, say, scope, self-denial, separation,
similarity, site, situation, spy, stalemate, statement, strain, subsidiary, task, term, transformation,
transmission, tyrant, virtue, witness

Verbs: modals (could, would, should, may, might, must); to abolish, to acknowledge, to administer,
to advocate, to affirm, to alter, to amend, to arise, to assure, to authorize, to badger, to bar, to
beautify, to benefit, to bombard, to broadcast, to charge, to combine, to commemorate, to condemn,
to count, to craft, to declare, to dedicate, to define, to delve, to democratize, to derive, to distribute,
to dominate, to effect, to embrace, to emerge, to emigrate, to encompass, to endow, to endure, to
escalate, to extend, to facilitate, to generate, to institute, to intend, to last, to laud, to limit, to
manipulate, to merge, to negotiate, to oblige, to originate, to override, to overshadow, to overthrow,
to overturn, to perfect, to pledge, to portray, to pour, to project, to promote, to punish, to ratify, to
reduce, to reprimand, to reserve, to reunite, to revere, to secure, to sic, to speculate, to spot, to
stargaze, to stream, to testify, to threaten, to trace, to triumph, to upgrade, to uphold, to vary, to vie,
to weave

Adjectives: actual, affluent, annual, appealing, aristocratic, artificial, authoritative, basic,
broadcast, certain, civic, commonplace, complex, comprehensive, constant, constitutional, cynical,
democratic, destructive, digital, diplomatic, direct, effective, eligible, elite, endless, energetic, feminist,
fixed, forgiving, formal, frenzied, gate-keeping, governing, gradual, heinous, hereditary, horrified,
ideal, identical, inadequate, incredible, indebted, independent, infamous, interstate, isolated, judicial,
just, latter, limitless, logical, mainstream, military, mobile, narrow, naturalized, newsworthy, notable,
nuclear, online, panicked, particular, passive, permanent, postwar, potential, practical, prominent,
prosperous, radical, relevant, remarkable, rhetorical, scowling, self-evident, shocked, smallish, socalled, standing, structured, stuffy, successive, swift, tense, tremendous, ultimate, unalienable,
uncomfortable, underlying, venerable, widespread
Adverbs: actually, autocratically, confidently, consequently, elsewhere, essentially, fortunately,
fundamentally, hotly, informally, intensely, intimately, merely, necessarily, nowadays, potentially,
practically, rather, regardless, routinely, seductively, seldom, simply, simultaneously, tacitly, therefore,
usually
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Prepositions: at [time], during, for, from … to, in [certain month, season], on [certain day of the
week], since, until

Pronouns: anybody, anyone, anything, anywhere, each other, everybody, everyone, everything,
everywhere, herself, himself, itself, myself, no one, nobody, nothing, nowhere, one another,
ourselves, somebody, someone, something, somewhere, themselves, yourself

Quantifiers: any, few, many, much, several
Figurative/Idiomatic Language: a picture is worth a thousand words, as cold as ice, as
mad as a wet hen, as white as a ghost, blue collar, boiling point, give their life for, in memory of, like
a fish out of water, majority rules, pink collar, set the stage, white collar
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Unit 8
Nouns: abacus, abandonment, access, advance, animation, application, approach, average,
background, barometer, basis, bill, bishop, blotch, breakthrough, bronze, calculation, calculator,
chess, chick, chip, circuit, clergy, climate, clutch, computation, concept, corruption, creation,
creativity, crusade, curriculum, defense, density, desirability, detection, diagnostics, disaster, ecology,
edge, equipment, error, experiment, expert, explanation, exposure, factor, feature, figure, forum,
foundation, giant, guidance, hardware, hero, host, humanist, hypothesis, indulgence, information age,
innovation, insight, intelligence, interval, interview, journal, knight, labor, laboratory, leap, limb,
location, logic, loyalty, manipulation, mean, mechanism, median, method, milestone, mimicry,
missile, mission, mode, modem, monster, multitude, nanotechnology, nest, notch, nursery,
observation, occurrence, opposition, option, order, ornithologist, outlier, overview, parasitism,
percentile, period, physics, pope, predecessor, prevention, procedure, professor, program,
programmer, proof, proposition, prosthetics, quality, randomization, rating, realm, reasoning,
reformation, refurbishment, replication, resistance, runt, sac, scale, semiconductor, service, set, signal,
sin, software, special effect, statistician, statistics, stride, tablet, taste, texture, thrill, transistor, trial,
typewriter, unit, unveiling, variable, venture, verdict, wiring, yield, young

Verbs: modal (ought to, shall, would rather); to abandon, to address, to afford, to aid, to alternate,
to analyze, to apply, to assess, to assign, to assist, to avoid, to base, to bind, to brew, to bump, to
characterize, to co-author, to code, to come up with, to conclude, to conduct, to consist, to
correspond, to credit, to deal, to debate, to demonstrate, to disappear, to dwarf, to eject, to eliminate,
to emphasize, to enable, to enhance, to enlist, to equip with, to exclaim, to explode, to fashion, to
fast forward, to favor, to feature, to flip, to forgive, to fund, to gain, to gather, to guide, to hatch, to
herald, to house, to incorporate, to incubate, to indicate, to inspect, to intrigue, to invent, to mimic,
to modify, to observe, to occur, to overcome, to overheat, to parasitize, to patent, to pave, to
perceive, to pray, to precede, to prevent, to program, to propose, to rate, to recant, to rediscover, to
refine, to relate, to rely, to replace, to replicate, to reprogram, to respond, to reuse, to sculpt, to
shape, to shut down, to starve, to store, to suggest, to summarize, to suppose, to take advantage, to
transfer, to withstand
Adjectives: academic, accepted, accounting, adaptive, agricultural, alien, analog, ballistic, binary,
blind, brood, bulky, cavernous, cognitive, commercial, comparable, consistent, controversial,
convenient, cosmological, countless, creative, crucial, deductive, descriptive, efficient, enormous,
enough, experimental, explanatory, factual, false, fancy, frequent, frustrating, graphical, hand-held,
high-definition, high-speed, household, impatient, imperative, impossible, impressive, inductive,
inherent, insightful, instructive, integrated, lavish, manufacturing, meaningful, mere, numeric,
numerous, obsolete, onboard, overall, parasitic, parental, planar, prevalent, profound, programmable,
quite, rapid, reasonable, reconnaissance, revolutionary, rudimentary, specialized, specific,
straightforward, strange, systematic, tremendous, unable, unavoidable, unconscious, unguarded,
unique, unprecedented, unusual, willing, world-renowned

Adverbs: absolutely, anymore, consistently, constantly, continuously, correctly, dramatically, fairly,
farther, fully, instead, likely, moreover, mostly, previously, randomly, remarkably, roughly,
sarcastically, slightly, still, virtually, yet

Prepositions: among, despite, throughout, via, without
Pronoun: which, whom, whose
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Conjunction: although, as soon as, whenever
Figurative/Idiomatic Language: a piece of cake, a wet blanket, as common as pots and
pans, as easy as ABC, back to square one, barking up the wrong tree, catching on, change your mind,
computers are lifelong friends, for better or worse, get down to business, going the extra mile, green
thumb, hold your horses, I don’t get it, less than thrilled, let sleeping dogs lie, on the cutting edge,
pretty similar, quite a bit, Rome wasn’t built in a day, set the stage, technology is the sun and the
moon, the big screen, to bite off more than you can chew
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